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The Flower Exercise 

 
Once upon a time there were ___ flower seeds ready to plant in the garden. They were: 
[Invite each child to name the type of flower he or she is and describe characteristics. 
My older girls give themselves as many shiny, sparkly, star qualities as possible].  
 
The little flower seeds planted themselves in the soil. It felt so good! The mud was squishy 
and gushy and gooey between their toes and all around their feet.  
[As you say this, tickle their toes and rub their feet all over.] 
 
The little flowers were so happy, they started to grow and peek their little flower heads 
out of the soil. [Mimic this with all gently stretching arms up to the sky.] And then they 
felt the warmth of Daddy Sun! [Fling your arms up and down towards them from above 
while booming out, “Zing! Zing! Zing!”] 
 
The little flowers were getting a little hot, so they were so glad when the wind came 
along and cooled them off. [Make whooshing sounds and gently or wildly roll the kids 
from side to side. Giggling guaranteed.]  
 
Then they needed a good drink and the rain came! [Make “pitter patter” type sounds 
and use your fingertips gently or wildly to plop rain all over their bodies. Sometimes I 
throw in lightning bolts and pretend to “shock” them with my fingers too. My kids love 
when I combine the wind and rain into a crazy storm!] 
 
All of this helped the little flowers to grow a little bit more [Do more stretching with arms 
and legs], but they were getting so sleepy. So they decided to rest their little flower 
heads. Mama Moon came out to see them and sing a little lullaby that goes like this: 
“Ding dong, ding dong, ding-a-ling-a-ling-dong.” [I do this to a sing-songy melody 
while swaying with my arms above my head in a circle.] And then the stars came out 
to say goodnight. [Make little flashes with your fingers in the space above them while 
saying “twinkle! twinkle!” for each one.] 
 
[Then we go through all of that again for a second “day” with the flowers waking up, 
dancing in the wind and getting a drink from the rain. I usually do the wilder version the 
first time through and then the second time is calmer. I like to surprise them with little 
additions here and there, like bees that buzz all over them, little spiders that crawl up 
their legs, etc. At the end of the second “day,” before the moon and stars come out, I 
do one more thing to help them relax. I tell each child that there are two little fairies that 
are so very tired and looking for somewhere soft to rest. My daughters always want to 
give their personal fairies silly names at this point. Then I say something like, “Would it 
be okay if they sleep on your eyelids tonight? Yes? Okay, well the only thing is that 
you’ll have to close your eyes for them to go to sleep. Can you do that?” Sometimes we 
talk about whether the fairies could also choose to sleep in their ears or nose for extra 
giggles.]  


